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WHAT WE DID & WHY
Due to Covid-19 restrictions from March 2020, the Birmingham Community
Enterprise project had been supporting local community enterprises to adapt
what they do; for many this meant providing activities and support virtually.
Throughout 2020, Community Catalysts had also been working closely with the
newly formed Birmingham Preparation for Adulthood (PFA) Team. This
collaboration led to the launch of the Jump Start programme in February 2021
to help young people aged 14 - 30 to connect with local community enterprises.
This was run as a virtual programme due to the ongoing restrictions. It was
tested as a pilot to explore how well online activities work for young people.
The Birmingham Community Enterprise Catalyst put together a timetable of the
weekly sessions on offer and a one-page spread for each session with details of
who was running it and basic accessibility information. The menu was circulated
via the PFA Team and local stakeholders. Anyone interested in attending
contacted the session leaders directly to book a free place.
To assess whether the pilot was successful, we can pose these questions Did the programme help to connect young people with new opportunities?
Did the young people enjoy what was on offer?
Did the activities help young people to achieve outcomes around
'communities, friendships and relationships'?
Was there any benefit to young people's health and wellbeing?
Could the community enterprises continue the sessions beyond the pilot?

THE NUMBERS

9

community enterprises ran
weekly sessions
the programme ran for an initial 4
weeks and was then extended for a
further 4 weeks

67

hours of activity were
provided
young people participated
every week on average

24

8

45

activity packs were delivered

The PFA Team and local partners helped to publicise the
programme. People heard about the sessions through:
A virtual 'live' event co-run by PFA & Community Catalysts
Social workers & family support workers
Schools & colleges
Independent living providers
Third sector organisations
Carers groups

All the sessions were delivered on Zoom.
The activities were:
Drama
Drawing
Dance
Hip hop writing
Clay modelling
Gardening
Fitness & healthy eating
Tai chi
Boxercise

The enterprises taking part were:

OUTCOMES
The young people attending the sessions said they experienced these
positive benefits:
The pilot introduced them to new activities they hadn't tried before
Improved wellbeing and a boost to their mental health
Gave them a reason to get up in the morning after months of Covid-19
lockdowns had prevented them doing their usual activities
Helped them to be more physically active through fitness, dance and
performance sessions
Made new friends
Increased their confidence
Carers and parents of the young people were very positive about the
programme. As the below quote shows, many carers have found lockdown
restrictions challenging.
"We have really struggled to fill the days and weeks since the
lockdowns started and it has caused a lot of pressure on the family.
Seeing a programme of varied activities was such a relief!"
- Parent carer

A number of enterprise leaders said they had plans to continue to work with
participants in the following ways:
One-to-one sessions
Joining their other regular online sessions
Face-to-face when restrictions allow
Connecting a young person to a volunteering opportunity

100%

of enterprise leaders said they found it
beneficial to take part in the programme

"I've never seen
him so engaged"
- Carer

"Before I started I
was very shy, but
look at me now! I go
on it every week to
show my work to
everyone"
- Young person

"I just wanted to say
thank you so much for
today. We thoroughly
enjoyed ourselves and
the session was
incredibly thoughtful
and informative.
Please pass this onto
Ernie as he was just
brilliant."
- Participant

"I really love this
class!"
- Young person

"I am over the
moon with
people's
engagement
& creativity!"
- Session leader
"Everyone has been
saying how much
they are enjoying it"
- Session leader

"I think Zoom
should carry on
after lockdown
because we can
still see the new
friends we've
made"
- Young person

YOUNG
PEOPLE'S
CREATIVE WORKS

Storyboard piece from ATHAC

DEAR ME,
I AM AN ARTIST AND I LIKE GRAFFITI
ART. I AM AN AMAZING ARTIST.
I MISS ALL MY SPORTS CLUBS
BECAUSE I PLAY HOCKEY FOR
ENGLAND.
I’VE STOPPED DRINKING COKE AND
DO MORE EXERCISE AND DO MORE
WALKING.
I AM MY OWN PERSON. I AM A GOOD
PERSON AND I AM COURAGEOUS
WHEN THINGS ARE UNKNOWN TO ME.
I AM ENJOYING TIME IN THE HOUSE.
BREAK YOUR MIND FREE NATURALLY,
BREAK YOUR MIND FREE NATURALLY.
LOVE FROM
HIP HOP HEALS JUMP START CREW

Poem from Hip Hop Heals & BCAT

Screenshots of animated works
from Street Katz Theatre & Film

*Photos shared with permission*

Clay work
from Creative Active Lives

ONLINE FORMAT
All the community enterprise leaders said that overall the online format worked
well for their sessions.
Some of the comments about the positives of the online format were:
The activity translated to a virtual format really well
It got better every week as everyone got more familiar with using Zoom
Participants could engage on their own terms - if they found it
overwhelming they could take a break or turn their camera off
It made it easier for people with disabilities to participate as they did not
have to travel
It enabled a new group of people to come together from across Birmingham
However the online format did pose a challenge for some people.
Comments on the difficulties of this format included:
One young person signed up for a number of sessions - he found it hard to
follow because he only had a mobile phone and not a laptop. The screen on
the phone was too small and due to his visual impairment it was a
particular challenge to see what was happening
There were challenges with Wi-Fi connection for some participants
One enterprise leader found it harder to adapt the virtual session to the
varying ability levels of the group - this is easier to do face-to-face
There may have been young people who would have liked to have
participated but did not sign up because of a lack of access to technology

WHAT WAS LEARNT?
We asked the enterprise leaders what they learnt about running their online
session and suggestions they had for how the programme was organised.
They said:
Starting at 10am was too early for some participants
Putting all the nine sessions on offer together into one 'menu' was helpful in
raising awareness of the work of small community enterprises
The booking forms were hard for some people and their carers to complete it worked better for some people to give this information over the phone
If people wanted to go to multiple sessions they had to do a different
booking form for each one - it would be better to have one 'About Me' form
that the person could own and share with the session leader to book on
It was important that we had asked for basic health and mobility information
from participants so that we could adapt the exercise movements
People really enjoyed our 'spotlight' feature where they had a chance to
perform to the rest of the group
Some young people and their carers were not confident on using the
technology - it would have been good to be able to signpost people to a
scheme to access a laptop and Wi-Fi or to get help with using Zoom

CASE STUDY: MEGAN
How did you hear about the Jump Start programme?
I’m doing a programme with Preparation for Adulthood
and it includes the YES Coproduction Group so the staff
told me about these workshop opportunities. We all had
an email with a timetable with a choice of activities so I
chose the wellbeing one with Impact4Life as well as two
others.
Why did you choose to sign up to the wellbeing sessions?
I spent about 30 minutes reading the description and it interested me. I thought
about my motivation and my relationship with food and thought I’d give it a go.
What did you get out of the sessions?
I had some good advice/help from Shamala and the sessions were enjoyable. I
have learnt a lot about food groups.
What will you do now?
I would like these sessions to continue and I am hoping to have some personal
sessions with Shamala to include fitness suited to my physical difficulties. I'm
going to use my Direct Payment to fund these ongoing sessions.

Shamala says:
"I have really enjoyed working with Megan. She has
engaged well and has actively participated in our
weekly Nutrition and Wellbeing workshops.
"Megan has listened to the advice and tips and she
has willingly implemented them into her daily
routine.
"I look forward to Megan and her family joining us on our weekly group
wellbeing walk 'n' talks as well as ongoing one-to-one sessions."

CASE
STUDY:
CATHERINE
What had lockdown been like for you?
When lockdown started, I found it really hard. With my
autism I don’t like change so it was really hard when my routine suddenly
stopped. I had lots of things to do and a busy week with voluntary work and
groups before lockdown, but most of these things stopped overnight. I lost my
confidence and didn’t know how to express how I was feeling very well.
How did you hear about the Jump Start programme?
My mum had an email with the programme of activities on
through a carers group she’s part of.
Why did you want to sign up for the Dance and Boxercise?
I wanted to try something new and active. I had recently taken
up boxing so I knew I liked that but I hadn’t ever done dance before. I was quite
nervous before the first sessions as I wasn’t too sure what it would be like.
What did you think of the sessions?
I absolutely loved the sessions. They helped me come out of my comfort zone.
The dance session helped me express my emotions and it felt a safe space
where I wouldn’t be judged or left out.
Emily was so warm and bubbly, so doing the dance sessions made me feel more
confident and helped me come out of my shell. I even did a solo dance – it was
scary at first and I didn’t know how I would pull it off, but I went for it. It felt
great to do it!
What will you do now?
I’ve started doing one-to-one sessions with Emily. I like doing the dance class in
this way, I feel like we get each other and I sometimes find doing things in a
group overwhelming. We use the session to choreograph new dances, I’ve found
I like being creative and expressing my emotions through dance.

REFLECTIONS
We can now revisit the questions we posed at the outset and assess the success
of the pilot:
Q: Did the pilot help to connect young people with new opportunities?
A: Yes - many young people commented that they were able to try new
activities that they had not done before.
Q: Did the young people enjoy what was on offer?
A: Feedback from the young people was overwhelmingly positive with many
commenting that they enjoyed the sessions.
Q: Did the activities help young people to achieve outcomes around
'communities, friendships and relationships'?
A: The social aspect of the sessions was raised by a number of the young people
in their feedback, with the sessions offering a welcome chance to meet new
people as well as in some cases to join in the sessions with old friends too. The
nature of the activities helped to strengthen the connections as the groups
encouraged and supported one another and collaborated creatively.
Q: Was there any benefit to young people's health and wellbeing?
A: As the case studies highlight, there was a positive benefit for many young
people to their mental health and wellbeing across all the sessions. Some
sessions also promoted good health through exercise, active movement,
relaxation techniques and advice around nutrition.
Q: Could the community enterprises continue to run the sessions beyond
the pilot?
A: All the enterprises said that they found it beneficial and enjoyable to take
part. A few had not delivered online workshops before and it was an
opportunity to try this; all found they could adapt well to this format.

MOVING FORWARD
Learning from this pilot, the following areas are highlighted as important to
take forward:
Continuity is needed for friendships to be nurtured
The decision to extend the initial programme by a further 4 weeks was in
recognition of the positive relationships being formed. It is important for
these friendships to be valued and for there to be opportunities for the
young people to continue to meet with these peer groups beyond the pilot.
One young person had been doing one-to-one online dance classes
throughout lockdown - their carer noticed the benefits to her joining in with a
group: "It's so much more sociable and she has learnt to listen to others"

Financial sustainability for enterprises to continue the sessions
These sessions were free to access as they were funded by the PFA budget
Participants were asked if they would pay to continue coming to sessions there was a general willingness to make some contribution
There are financial barriers to the sessions being sustainable
for community enterprises based on the numbers engaged
and the cost per head.
Online vs. face-to-face
There were positive benefits from offering an online programme but not for
everyone. We suggest a hybrid of in-person and online options moving
forward as restrictions lift. Help to access laptops, Wi-Fi and tech support is
also needed.
Extending the model to include others
Community Catalysts are now working with Birmingham Adult Social Care
to offer similar opportunities to a wider range of citizens who are outside of
the PFA age range.

“The Jump Start programme of online activities has provided a
safe, fun, interactive way for young people to engage during the
pandemic. It has been great to see the collaboration between the
Preparation for Adulthood Team and Community Catalysts to bring
this to life and I have been particularly pleased to see the way that
young people themselves have been involved in shaping the
programme and co-producing the activities on offer. I look forward
to seeing how this work develops to create more opportunities for
citizens in our City.”
John Williams - Assistant Director of Adult Social Care
Birmingham City Council

"It has been an absolute pleasure working with Community
Catalysts to set up the Jump Start 2021 programme.
The sessions have been a great success and making a positive
difference to the experience of young people is what it is all about.
I am looking forward to working with you again!"
Sarah Kumar - Commissioning Officer
Preparation for Adulthood Team
Birmingham City Council

